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1. In a ____________research approach, the number of chapters depends on the 
depth of issues involved.

     	--->> Qualitative

     	      Applied

     	      Quantitative

     	      Experimental

2. In ________ research, methodology can be in Chapter One; it does not involve 
elaborate methodological descriptions.

     	      Applied

     	--->> Qualitative

     	      Experimental

     	      Quantitative

3. The ____________of research is what is expected to be achieved at the end of the 
work.

     	--->> Objective

     	      Hypothesis

     	      Contribution

     	      Knowledge

4. The ___________ of a research can be operationally defined in terms of issues 
covered in the study.

     	      Background

     	      Framework

     	--->> Scope

     	      Significance
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5. The ___________ research work can take up to six chapters.

     	      Applied

     	      Quantitative

     	      Experimental

     	--->> Qualitative

6. The term Supra means Ã‚ÂÃ‚ÂÃ‚Â_____________, used to refer a person to a 
work or idea cited earlier.

     	--->> Above

     	      Below

     	      Earlier

     	      Past

7. The __________research is intellectually based; concerned with the seeking of 
knowledge for its own sake.

     	      Historical

     	      Applied

     	--->> Basic

     	      Experimental

8. The citation (Obasi, 1990:25) is an example of _____________ style.

     	      Turabian

     	--->> Harvard

     	      British

     	      German

9. Control group is essentially used under the _________________ type of research.

     	      Historical

     	      Applied

     	--->> Experimental
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     	      Basic

10. The significance of the study is the ___________which the research is going to 
make to existing knowledge.

     	      Hypothesis

     	--->> Contribution

     	      Objective

     	      Theory
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